We investigate recursive nearest neighbor search in a sparse domain at the scale of audio signals. Essentially, to approximate the cosine distance between the signals we make pairwise comparisons between the elements of localized sparse models built from large and redundant multiscale dictionaries of time-frequency atoms. Theoretically, error bounds on these approximations provide efficient means for quickly reducing the search space to the nearest neighborhood of a given data; but we demonstrate here that the best bound defined thus far involving a probabilistic assumption does not provide a practical approach for comparing audio signals with respect to this distance measure. Our experiments show, however, that regardless of these non-discriminative bounds, we only need to make a few atom pair comparisons to reveal, e.g., the origin of an excerpted signal, or melodies with similar time-frequency structures.
Introduction
1 Sparse approximation is essentially the modeling of data with few terms 2 from a large and typically overcomplete set of atoms, called a "dictionary" [24] . 
where ||d|| = 1 is implicit. The inner product here is defined x, y ∆ = y T x. This
In the next two sections, we discuss and elaborate upon a recursive method 60 of nearest neighbor search in a sparse domain [14, 15] . We extend this method to 61 comparing subsequences, and examine the practicality of probabilistic bounds 62 on the distances between neighbors. In the fourth section, we describe several 63 experiments in which we compare a variety of audio signals through comparisons 64 of their sparse models. We conclude with a discussion about the results and 65 several future directions. 
where I = {1, 2, . . .} indexes this set, and a query signal x q ∈ R K , ||x q || = 1. 69 Assume that we have generated sparse approximations for all of these sig-70 nals Y ∆ = {{H i (n i ), a i (n i ), r i (n i )} : y i = H i (n i )a i (n i ) + r i (n i )} i∈I using a dic-71 tionary D that spans the space R K , and giving the n q -order representation 72 {H q (n q ), a q (n q ), r q (n q )} for x q . Since D spans R K , D is "complete," and any 73 signal in R K is "compressible" in D, meaning that we can order the represen-74 tation weights in a i (n i ) or a q (n q ) in terms of decreasing magnitude, i.e., 75 0 < |[a i (n i )] m+1 | ≤ |[a i (n i )] m | ≤ Cm −γ , m = 1, 2, . . . , n i − 1 (4) for n i arbitrarily large, with C > 0, and where [a] m is the mth element of the 76 column vector a. This can be seen in the magnitude representation weights in 77 Fig. 1 , which are weights of sparse representations of piano notes, described 78 in Section 4.1. With MP and a complete dictionary, we are guaranteed γ > 0 79 because ||r(n + 1)|| 2 < ||r(n)|| 2 for all n [24] . 80 Consider the Euclidean distance between two signals of the same dimension, 81 which is the cosine distance for unit-norm signals. Thus, with respect to this 82 distance, the y i ∈ Y nearest to x q is given by solving We can express this inner product in terms of sparse representations 84 x q , y i = H q (n q )a q (n q ) + r q (n q ), H i (n i )a i (n i ) + r i (n i ) = a T i (n i )H T i (n i )H q (n q )a q (n q ) + O[r q , r i ].
With a complete dictionary we can make O[r q , r i ] negligible by choosing ar-85 bitrarily small, so we can express (5) as 86 max i∈I x q , y i ∼ max i∈I a T i (n i )G iq a q (n q ) = max i∈I ni m=1 nq l=1
where [B • C] ml = [B] ml [C] ml is the Hadamard, or entry wise, product, [B] ml 87 is the element of B in the mth row of the lth column, G iq ∆ = H T i (n i )H q (n q ) is a 88 n i ×n q matrix with elements from the Gramian of the dictionary, i.e., G ∆ = D T D, 89 and finally we define the outer product of the weights 90 A iq ∆ = a i (n i )a T q (n q ).
Recursive Search Limited by Bounds 91
Since we expect the decay of the magnitude of elements in A iq • G iq to be 92 fastest in diagonal directions by (4), we define a recursive sum along the M 93 5 anti-diagonals starting at the top left:
for M = 2, 3, . . . , min(n i , n q ), and setting S iq (1) = [A iq • G iq ] 11 . With this we 95 can express the argument of (7) as
where at step M , we are comparing M additional pairs of atoms to those con-97 sidered in the previous steps. R(M ) is a remainder that we will bound. The 98 total number of atom pairs contributing to S iq (M ) (9) is
The approach taken by Jost et al. [14, 15] to find the nearest neighbors of 
Finding elements of Y close to x q with respect to (5) uct with x q than the greatest lower bound in the set. For the next step, we 118 compute the sets {L iq (2)} i∈I1 and {U iq (2)} i∈I1 , find the index of the maxi-119 mum i max = arg max i∈I1 L iq (2), and construct the reduced set I 2 ∆ = {i ∈ I 1 : 120 U iq (2) ≥ L imaxq (2)}. Continuing in this way, we find the elements of Y closest 121 to x q at each M with respect to the cosine distance by recursing into the sparse 122 approximations of the signals. To reduce the search space quickly we desire that (12) and (13) converge 1. [G iq ] ml = 1 (worst case scenario, and impossible for n > 1)
where we define the following vectors for n ∆ = min(n i , n q ) and M = 2, . . . , n
Appendix A gives derivations of these bounds, as well as the efficient computa-134 tion of (16) for the special case of γ = 0.5. The parameters (C, γ) describe the 135 compressibility of the signals in the dictionary (4). The bounds of (15) and (16) 136 are much more discriminative than (14) because they involve an 2 -norm at the 137 price of uncertainty in the bound. The bound in (16) is attractive because we 138 can tune it with the parameter p, which is the probability that the remainder 139 will not exceed the bound. the dictionary, and the method of sparse approximation. Figure 3 shows the 146 error surface, feasible set, and the optimal parameters for the dataset used to The recursive nearest neighbor search so far described has the obvious limi-153 tation that it cannot be applied to comparing subsequences of large data vectors, 154 as is natural for comparing audio signals. Thus, we must adapt its structure to 155 work for comparing subsequences in a set of data
(note that now we do not restrict the norms of these signals). We can create 157 from the elements of Y a new set of all subsequences having the same length as
where P t extracts a K-length subsequence in y i starting a time-index t (it is an 160 identity matrix of size K starting a column t in a K×N i matrix of zeros). The set 161 T i are times at which we create length-K subsequences from y i . If we decompose 162 each of these by sparse approximation, then we can use the framework in the 163 previous section. However, sparse approximation is an expensive operation that 164 9 we want to do only once for the entire signal, and independent of the length of 165 x q .
166
To address this problem, we instead approximate each element in Y K by 167 building local sparse representations from the global sparse approximations of 168 each y i , and then calculating their distance to x q using the framework in the 169 previous section. From here on we consider only the K-length subsequences of 170 a single element y i ∈ Y without loss of generality (i.e., all other elements of 171 Y can be included as subsequences). Toward this end, consider that we have 172 decomposed the N i -length signal y i using a complete dictionary to produce the 173 representation {H i (n i ), a i (n i ), r i (n i )}. From this we construct the local sparse 174 representations of y i :
where the time partition T i is the set of all times at which we extract a K-176 length subsequence from y i , and ξ t is set such that ||ξ t P t y i || = 1, i.e., each 177 length-K subsequence is unit-norm. For each K-dimensional subsequence, (7)
178 now becomes
where A iq is defined in (8), we define the time-localized Gramian
and we have excluded the terms involving the residuals because we can make 181 them arbitrarily small. The only thing left to do is find an expression for ξ t so that each subse-184 quence is comparable with the others with respect to the cosine distance. We assume that the localized energy can be approximated from the local sparse 186 representation in the following way assuming ||P t y i || > 0
n i } are those associated with atoms having support in [t, t + K), and w j we 189 define to weigh the contribution of a 2 j to the localized energy estimate. We set
If all atoms contributing to the subsequence have their entire support in 192 [t, t + K), and are orthonormal, then we can set each w j = 1. This does not 193 hold for subsequences of a signal decomposed using an overcomplete dictionary, 194 as shown by Fig. 4 . For much of the time we see nt j=1 a 2 j ≥ ||P t y i || 2 , which means our localized estimate of the segment energy is greater than its real value.
196
This will make ξ t and consequently (22) smaller.
197
Instead, we make a more reasonable estimate of ||P t y i || by accounting for 198 the fact that atoms can have support outside [t, t + K). For instance, if an atom 199 has some fraction of support in the subsequence we multiply its weight by that 200 fraction. We thus weigh the contribution of the jth atom to the subsequence 201 norm using
where u j and s j are the position and scale, respectively, of the atom associated 203 with the weight a j . In other words, if an atom is completely in [t, t + K), it 204 contributes all of its energy to the approximation; otherwise, it contributes only 205 a fraction based on how its support intersects [t, t + K). With this we are now 206 slightly underestimating the localized energies, as seen in Fig. 4 . In both of 207 these cases for {w j }, however, we can assume by the energy conservation of MP
208
[24] that as the subsequence length becomes larger our error in estimating the 209 subsequence energy goes to zero, i.e.,
With a complete dictionary, the right hand side can be made zero. Now, similar to (9) and (10), we can say,
where for M = 2, 3, . . . , min(n i , n q ), and with S iq (t, 1)
The problem of finding the subsequence closest to x q with respect to the co-217 sine distance can now be done iteratively over M by bounding each remainder 218 R(t, M ) using (14), (15) representation weights shown in Fig. 1 ) using the dictionary in Table 1 requires inating distances between audio signals with respect to their cosine distance (5 once its residual energy drops 40 dB below the initial energy. We normalize the 264 weights of each model by the square root energy of the respective signal. We do 265 not align the time-domain signals such that the note onsets occur at the same 266 time. Figure 1 shows the ordered decays of the weights in the sparse models of 267 data set 'A'. 
298
As a final part of this experiment, we look at the effects of comparing atoms 299 with parameters within some subset. As done in Fig. 6(d) , we compare the 300 sparse approximations of two different sets of piano notes, but here we only 301 consider those atoms that have scales greater than 186 ms. This in effect means 302 that we look for signals that share the same "long-term" time-frequency be-303 haviors. The resulting |S iq (10)| (9) is shown in Fig. 8 . We see correlations 304 between the notes much more clearly compared with Fig. 6(d) . Removing the 
Experiment 2: Comparing Speech Signals

309
In this experiment, we test how efficiently using (28) we can find in a speech 310 signal the time from which we extract some x q . We also test how distortion in 311 the query affects these results. We make a signal by combining six segments of 312 Figure 8 : |S iq (10)| (9) for two sets of recorded piano notes in a sparse domain using only the atoms with duration at least 186 ms. Compare with Fig. 6(d) .
speech, a short music segment, and white noise, shown in Fig. 4(a) . The six 313 speech segments are the same phrase spoken by three females and three males:
314
"Cottage cheese with chives is delicious." We extract from one of these speech
315 signals the word "cheese," to create x q with duration of 603 ms, shown at top in 316 Fig. 9 . We decompose this signal using MP and the 8xMDCT dictionary [31] . 317 We distort the query in two ways: with additive WGN (AWGN), and with 318 an interfering sound having a high correlation with the dictionary. In the first 319 case, shown in the middle in Fig. 9 , the signal x q = (αx q + n)/||αx q + n|| is 320 the original x q distorted by a unit-norm AWGN signal n. We set α = 0.3162 321 such that 10 log 10 (||αx q || 2 /||n|| 2 ) = 20 log 10 (|α|) = −10 dB. For this signal, 322 we find the following statistics from 10,000 realizations of the AWGN signal:
323
E | x q , n | ≈ 1 × 10 −5 , Var | x q , n | ≈ 4 × 10 −6 . We also find the fol- shown at the bottom of Fig. 9 , we distort the signal by adding the sound of 328 a crow c so that x q = (αx q + c)/||αx q + c|| 2 with ||c|| = 1. Here, we set 329 α = 0.5623 given by 20 log 10 (|α|) = −5 dB. For this interfering signal, we find 330 that | x q , c | ≈ 2 × 10 −3 , but max d∈D | c, d | ≈ 0.21, which is higher than 331 max d∈D | x q , d | ≈ 0.17. In this case, unlike for the AWGN interference, it is 332 likely that the sparse approximation of the signal with the crow interference will 333 have atoms in its low-order model due to the crow and not the speech. We do 334 not expect the AWGN interference to be a part of the signal model created by 335 MP until much later iterations. the windowed and normalized signal with the query x q . In Fig. 10(a) , using the 340 clean x q , we clearly see its position even when using a single atom pair for each 341 100 ms partition of the time-domain. We see the same behavior in Fig. 10 (c) for the two distorted signals, but in the case where the crow sound interferes 343 we find the query for M ≥ 2, or with at least three atom pair comparisons. The 344 first atom of the decomposed query with the crow is modeling the crow and not 345 the content of interest, and so we must increase the order of the model to find 346 the location of x q . As we increase the number of pairs considered we also find Clean Signal
1 10.0 0.798 "cheese" 10.0 0.236 "cheese" 10.0 0.409 "cheese" 2 13.6 0.199 "cheese" 13.6 0.080 "cheese" 13.6 0.060 "cheese" 3 11.3 0.153 "-ives is-" 15.1 0.051 "delicious" 16.9 0.030 "cheese" 4 16.9 0.149 "cheese" 11.3 0.045 "-ives is-" 6.9 0.012 "cheese" 5 15.1 0.141 "delicious" 16.9 0.042 "cheese" 1.
3 0.011 "cheese" 6 18.3 0.076 "delicious" 18.3 0.028 "delicious" 18.3 0.010 "delicious" 7 1.
3 0.057 "cheese" 8.1 0.014 "delicious" 13.2 0.010 "cottage" 8 8.1 0.035 "delicious" 12.0 0.012 "-licious" 15.1 0.009 "delicious" 9 2.4 0.026 "delicious" 5.2 0.011 "delicious" 16.0 0.004 "cott-" 10 6.9 0.024 "cheese" 6.8 0.010 "cheese" 22.8 0.003 WGN other segments that point in the same direction as x q . Table 2 gives the times 348 and content of the ten largest values in |S iq (t, 10)|. For the clean and AWGN
349
distorted x q , "cheese" appears five of the six times it exists in the original signal.
350
Curiously, these same five instances are the five smallest distances when x q has 351 the crow interference.
352
We perform the same test as above but using a much longer speech signal 360 One x q we extract from the signal is the spoken phrase, "the old man said" 361 (861 ms in length). This phrase appears 26 times in the long excerpt. We next highest ranked positions have values of 75% and 67% that of the largest 365 |S iq (t, 1)|. When M = 50, the values of the second and third largest values 366 |S iq (t, 50)| drop to 62% and 61% that of the largest value. In the top 30 ranked 367 subsequences for M = 5 we find only one of the other 25 appearances of "the old 368 man said" (rank 26); but we also find "the old man agreed" (rank 11), and "the 369 old man carried" (rank 16). All other results have minimal content similarity to 370 the signal, but have time-frequency overlap in parts of the atoms of each model. 371 We perform the same test with a sentence extracted from the signal, "They 372 were as old as erosions in a fishless desert" (2.87 s), which only appears once. No 373 matter the M = [1, 50] we use, the origin of the excerpt remains at a rank of 6 374 with a value |S iq (t, 50)| at 67.5% that of the highest rank subsequence. We find 375 that if we shift the time partition forward by 11.6 ms its ranking jumps to first, 376 with the second ranked subsequence at 73%. We observe a similar effect for a 377 query consisting of an entire paragraph (35 s). We find its origin by comparing 378 M = 2 or more atoms from each model using a time partition of 116 ms. This Fig. 4(b) ). Figure 11 shows the sonogram and time-frequency tiles of 388 the model of x q using the 50 atoms with the largest magnitude weights selected 389 from the 8xMDCT dictionary [31] . We add no interfering signals as we do in 390 the previous experiment. 
Discussion
409
There is no reason to believe that a robust and accurate speech or melody 410 recognition system can be created by comparing only the first few elements 411 of greedy decompositions in time-frequency dictionaries. What appears to be 412 occurring for the short signals, both the "cheese" and "the old man said," is 413 that the first few elements of their sparse and atomic decomposition create a 414 prosodic representation that is comparable to others at the atomic level. For 415 the longer signals, such as sentences, paragraphs, and orchestral theme, a few 416 atoms cannot adequately embody the prosody, but we still see that by only 417 making a few comparisons we are able to locate the excerpted signal -as long 418 as the time partition is fine enough. This is due to the atoms of the models 419 acting in some sense as a time-frequency fingerprint, an example of which is in 420 Fig. 11 . Through the cosine distance, the relative time and frequency locations 421 of the atoms in the query and subsequence are being compared. Subsequences 422 that share atoms in similar configurations will be gauged closer to x q than those 423 25 that do not.
424
By using the cosine distance it is not unexpected that (28) Laplacian distribution of elements in G iq (t) with a large probability mass ex-457 actly at zero. This bound would be much more realistic than that provided by 458 assuming the elements of the Gramian are distributed uniform (16). Another 459 part of the problem is of course that the sums in (9) and (28) given by
where we now recognize that the weights of two different representations can 466 decay at different rates. With this, we can make an ordered set of index pairs
and define a recursive sum for 1 < m ≤ n i n q 469 S iq (m) 
where c γ M and d γ are defined in (17) and (18). This worst case scenario is not 511 possible using MP because of its update rule (1).
512
We can find the tighter bound in (15) 
This weighted Rademacher sequence has the property that [14] 520
by the ax-521 ioms of probability. With this we can find an R such that P b T s ≤ R will 522 be greater than or equal to some probability 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, i.e., This value can be minimized by choosing p = 0, for which we arrive at the 524 residual upper bound in (15). Note that even though we have set p = 0, we still (A.7)
Setting this equal to 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and solving for R produces the upper bound 533 (16). We can reach the upper bound (15) if we set p = 0.9586, but note that 534 (16) can be made zero. This bound can still be extremely loose because the 535 Gramian of two models in time-frequency dictionaries will be highly sparse.
536
Computing the 2 -norm in these expressions, however, leads to evaluating which can be prohibitive for large n. The dimensionality of c γ M is n(n + 1)/2 − 539 P (M ), and of d γ is n(n − 1)/2. We approximate these values in the following 540 way for γ = 0.5, using the partial sum of the harmonic series The compressibility parameters (C, γ) must be estimated for the set of 547 weights in Y (??), as well as those of x q . Since by (4) the parameters (C, γ) 548 bound from above the decay of all the ordered weights, only the largest mag-549 nitude weights matter for their estimation. Thus, we define a vector, a, of the 550 largest n magnitude weights from each row in the set {{a i (n i )} i∈I , a q (n q )}, 551 which is equivalent to taking the largest weights at each approximation order.
552
Good compressibility parameters can be given by Starting with some initial value of C then, we use the following iterative method
